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The upstream scrape-off layer (SOL) profiles and downstream particle fluxes are measured with a fast
reciprocating Langmuir probe assembly (FRLPA) at the outboard mid-plane and a fixed edge Langmuir
probe array (ELPA) at divertor region, respectively in the KSTAR. It is found that the SOL has a two-layer
structure in the outboard wall-limited (OWL) ohmic and L-mode: a near SOL (�5 mm zone) with a
narrow feature and a far SOL with a broader profile. The near SOL width evaluated from the SOL profiles
in the OWL plasmas is comparable to the scaling for the L-mode divertor plasmas in the JET and AUG. In
the SOL profiles and the divertor particle flux profile during the ELMy H-modes, the characteristic
e-folding lengths of electron temperature, plasma density and particle flux during an ELM phase are
about two times larger than ones at the inter ELM.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The steady state power load at the divertor target should be less
than 10 MW m�2 [1] due to the thermal engineering limitation in
the material of the divertor target, which is a critical design param-
eter in the next step device such as ITER. The scrape-off layer (SOL)
width kq is an important quantity that is directly related to the
divertor heat flux qdiv, as the power load at the divertor target,
for the heating power during a discharge in the magnetic confine-
ment device. The SOL width has been calculated by using the
upstream SOL plasma parameters such as e-folding lengths of
electron temperature Te and plasma density ne at the outboard
mid-plane (OMP) [2] or evaluated from the divertor heat flux
profile mapped to the OMP [3].

Up to now, the radial profiles of Te and ne were measured by
using a fast reciprocating Langmuir probe assembly (FRLPA) with
a maximum speed of 1.5 m/s in the SOL region at the OMP and
the ion saturation currents were measured with the fixed edge
Langmuir probe array (ELPA) at the divertor region in order to
study the characteristics of the SOL and divertor plasmas in the
KSTAR [4]. After the H-mode plasma was routinely produced in
the KSTAR, the investigations of the SOL width and divertor heat
flux were needed to evaluate the power load on the divertor target
in the H-mode plasmas because the heating power has been grad-
ually increased for high plasma performance in the KSTAR. Thus,
the initial evaluation of the SOL width and divertor particle flux
from the electric probe measurements were carried out for the
study of power load on the divertor target in the KSTAR.

In this work, the results from the preliminary investigation of
the SOL parameters and divertor particle flux during ohmic,
L-mode and H-mode discharges in the KSTAR are presented.
2. Characteristic e-folding lengths and SOL width at the
upstream in the outboard wall limited plasmas

The SOL profiles of electron temperature Te and plasma density
ne were obtained from the FRLPA [4] measurements at the OMP in
the outboard wall limiter (OWL) magnetic configuration during
ohmic and L-mode discharges in the KSTAR. It was found that there
was a two-layer structure in the SOL region for the OWL configura-
tion: a steep gradient within �5 mm near the last closed flux sur-
face (LCFS) and a slow decay at far SOL as observed for the divertor
plasmas in the Alcator C-Mod [5]. The near and far SOL regions are
usually separated at about 2–3 characteristic SOL power width
from the separatrix at the OMP [6]. The radial profiles in the two
regions are determined by parallel and perpendicular transports,
together with the heat and particle sources; particle transport in
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the near SOL exhibits a strong scaling with collisionality, while
transport in the far SOL is clearly convective, with little obvious
dependence on collisionality [7]. These two-zone SOL structures
have been observed on most tokamaks [7]. Thus, exponential fits
on the radial profiles in two regions were separately carried out
by using a simple exponential function as f(x) / exp (�x/k). The
upstream SOL width kq was evaluated from the relation in the
flux limited regime with low collisionality as kq � f½ð3=2Þ=kTe �þ
ð1=kne Þg

�1 [8] by using characteristic e-folding lengths kTe , kne

obtained from the SOL profiles. Here, it was assumed that Te � Ti

because Ti was not able to be measured at the OMP region. It
was noted that the value of Ti/Te increased up to 11 at the far
SOL region [6], thus, far SOL kq was evaluated by using the relation
as kq � ½ð1=kTe Þ þ ð1=kne Þ�

�1 [9].
Fig. 1(a)–(b) shows typical radial profiles of ne and Te with sharp

and broad widths in the OWL configuration during an ohmic dis-
charge, respectively. The value of kTe ðkne Þ at near SOL (within
5 mm outside the LCFS) and at far SOL (in the outside region of
the poloidal limiter) are 4.18 (3.36) mm and 46.7 (24.8) mm,
respectively. The ratios of kTe=kne were 1.25 and 1.88 near and far
SOLs, respectively. Thus, the narrow SOL width and the far SOL
width are evaluated as 1.5 mm and as 13.8 mm, respectively. The
sharp feature near the SOL is also observed in the radial profile
of the parallel SOL velocity measured with Mach probe as shown
in Fig. 1(c). The position of the LCFS during the radial profile mea-
surement was checked by using plasma shape reconstructed from
the equilibrium and reconstruction fitting code (EFIT). Fig. 1(d)
shows a typical plasma shape reconstructed from the EFIT at a cer-
tain time. Here, experimental conditions were as following: toroi-
dal magnetic field on axis, BT = 2.0 T; plasma current, Ip = 0.42 MA;
line averaged density, ne = 2.2 � 1019 m�3; safety factor at the 95%
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Fig. 1. SOL profiles of plasma parameters measured with the FRLPA and plasma shape
electron temperature, (b) plasma density, (c) parallel flow velocity and (d) elongated plas
has the uncertainty of about 1 cm.
flux surface, q95 = 4.6; ohmic power, POH = 0.28 MW; plasma elon-
gation, j = 1.4.

For the OWL ohmic and L-mode plasmas, there is good linear
relation between kTe and kne for near SOL and far SOL as
kTe � 1:1kne ; kTe � 1:2kne , respectively as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
value of ðkTe=kne Þ in the far SOL region was slightly higher than near
SOL value. It might be expected that the energy and particle diffu-
sivities in the two regions could be similar by considering that
ðkTe=kne Þ is a function of the cross-field electron heat-to-particle
diffusivity ratio (ve

\/D\) obtained from particle and energy balances
in the simple SOL model [9]. There are two assumptions to get the
relation between ðkTe=kne Þ and (ve

\/D\); both cross-field convection
and conduction contribute to the electron power flow into the SOL,
and the cross-field conduction is anomalous [9]. In addition, the
narrow SOL width kq,meas is comparable to the scaling of kq as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The scaling was evaluated for the L-mode divertor phases
in the JET and AUG as kq[mm] = 1.44 BT

�0.8[T] q95
1.14 PSOL

0.22[MW]
R0
�0.03[m] [10]. The far SOL widths kq,meas are scattered, and the

averaged value of kq,meas is about ten times larger than one in near
SOL region. Here, total heating power (ohmic plus neutral beam
(NB) power) PTOT is 0.28–0.34 and 1.55 MW, and power crossing
the separatrix into the SOL PSOL is 0.2–0.23 and 1.1 MW. PSOL is
defined as PSOL = PTOT � dWtot/dt � Prad where dWtot/dt is the time
rate of change of plasma stored energy, and Prad is the core radiated
power (assumed as �30% of PTOT).

3. Characteristic e-folding lengths at the upstream in ELMy H-
mode plasmas

In the ELMy H-mode discharges, the radial profiles of Te and
ne with several spikes due to ELM bursts during the FRLPA
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of the SOL in the OWL configuration during ohmic and L-
mode discharges (BT = 2.0 T, Ip = 0.4–0.6 MA, ne = 1.9–4.0 � 1019 m�3, q95 = 3.0–5.0,
j = 1.2–1.4): (a) relation between characteristic e-folding lengths, kTe vs. kne for near
and far SOLs and (b) the measured SOL width vs. the scaling from JET and AUG (See
Eq. (6) in Ref. [10]) for the divertor configuration and the dot line represents
kq,meas = kq,scale for near SOL. Here, filled symbols mean L-mode.
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Fig. 3. Radial profiles of plasma parameters measured with the FRLPA during an
ELMy H-mode discharge (BT = 2.0 T, Ip = 0.52 MA, ne = 2.7 � 1019 m�3, q95 = 3.4,
PTOT = 1.47 MW, j = 1.83): (a) electron temperature and (b) plasma density. Here
box (from 54 mm to 100 mm) means the poloial limiter at the OMP.
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measurement are obtained as shown in Fig. 3. The gap distance
between the LCFS and the poloidal limiter was less than 60 mm.
The ELM frequency was about 200 Hz, which might corresponded
to the type-III ELM by considering the total heating power of less
than 1.5 MW during the discharge. The radial profiles from the
FRLPA measurement were able to be obtained up to 20 mm outside
the LCFS during H-mode discharges. Thus, it was thought that the
characteristic e-folding lengths obtained from the measurement
corresponded to the values in far SOL. The e-folding lengths during
ELM bursts and inter-ELMs were evaluated from the radial profiles
obtained by selecting one data point near each ELM peak and by
using 100 data points before each ELM, respectively. Here, 100 data
points corresponded to a time difference of 1 ms because the sam-
pling rate in the digitizer for electric probe diagnostic system was
100 kHz. It is found that the e-folding lengths during ELM bursts
ðkTe ¼ 29:9 mm; kne ¼ 15:1 mmÞ are broader than ones between
ELMs ðkTe ¼ 23:0 mm; kne ¼ 10:0 mmÞ as shown in Fig. 3, which
is similar to the result reported in JET [11]. The values of ðkTe=kne Þ
were 1.98 and 2.30 for ELM and inter-ELM phases during the
H-mode discharge, respectively. It might be expected that cross-
field heat transport could be slightly lower than the particle trans-
port during an ELM phase by comparing with the steady state case
from the relation between ðkTe=kne Þ and (ve

\/D\) [9] .
4. Divertor particle flux in the ELMy H-mode

The divertor particle flux Cdiv was evaluated by using the
relation of Cdiv = jis/e sin a from ion saturation current density jis

measured by each single probe in the fixed ELPA at the divertor
region. Where a is the grazing angle between a divertor target sur-
face and an incident magnetic field, which was calculated by using
two-estimated angles; an angle between the target surface and the
incident poloidal magnetic field, and a pitch angle between poloi-
dal and toroidal magnetic fields. The value of a was assumed as 5�,
the value near a strike point, in the evaluation of Cdiv because it
was difficult to get the exact angles for all over divertor in this
work. The particle flux profile from the ELPA measurement had
low spatial resolution because of large radial distance between
two adjacent divertor probes in the ELPA (up to 8.0 cm). Thus, it
was noted that the e-folding length kCdiv was able to be evaluated
from the profile in some lower single null (LSN) configurations dur-
ing ELMy H-modes although it was difficult to know the exact peak
flux and to evaluate the spreading factor of the particle flux in the
private region in this work.

For the investigation of particle flux in the LSN configuration
during an ELMy H-mode discharge (drsep � �0.06 m, j � 1.89), an
ELM peak is selected as shown in Fig. 4(a). The decrease of the
stored energy due to the ELM burst is DWELM/Wtot = �6% and the
ELM frequency is about 44 Hz. Here, Ip = 0.5 MA, BT = 2.3 T,
q95 = 7.3, ne = �2.4 � 1019 m�3 and PNB = �2.67 MW. The maxi-
mum particle flux during the ELM burst is more than three time
larger than ones before and after the ELM, and the characteristic
e-folding length kCdiv at the ELM phase is about two times of ones
at inter-ELM phases as shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, 1 ms and 0.5 ms
time-averaged values were used to get the profiles for inter and
during ELM periods, respectively. The longer e-folding length dur-
ing the ELM was similar to the experimental result reported in the
EAST [12].
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5. Summary

In the evaluation of upstream SOL width kq using characteristic
e-folding lengths kTe and kne obtained from the FRLPA measure-
ments at the OMP in the OWL ohmic and L-mode plasmas, it was
found that the SOL had a two-layer structure: a narrow feature
near the LCFS (within 5 mm) and a broad width at far SOL region
corresponding to the outside of the poloidal limiter. The value of
kq at near SOL was slightly lower than the scaling for diverted
L-mode plasmas in the JET and AUG. From the FRLPA and ELPA
measurements at the upstream SOL and the divertor regions,
respectively in the diverted ELMy H-modes, it was investigated
that both the values of kTe ðkne Þ and kCdiv in the ELM phase were
about two times larger than ones in the inter-ELM phase although
the spatial resolution of the ELPA was not enough to detect an
exact peak value in the divertor flux profile.

The evaluation of the SOL width in the inner-wall limited (IWL)
plasmas is needed to compare with one for OWL plasmas for
clearly understanding the SOL characteristics of the limited
plasmas in the KSTAR, together with further study of magnetic
connection length and particle/energy transport across the LCFS
in the limiter plasmas. In addition, further measurements of the
upstream SOL width using the FRLPA during ELMy H-mode dis-
charges are required for study of particle and heat transports in
the near and far SOL regions. The measurement of the power load
on divertor target by using the infrared camera with the high
spatial resolution and the divertor heat flux measurement by mod-
ifying the probe configuration from single to triple in the ELPA with
more probes, together with the validation of grazing angles for all
over divertor, are required for the evalution of the SOL width and
the divertor power spreading factor S at the divertor. The divertor
flux measurements will be benchmarked by using the scrape-off
layer plasma simulation (SOLPS) code to validate the upstream
SOL width more accurately and to understand the relation of
upstream characteristic e-folding and divertor heat flux as the
downstream power load on the divertor target.
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